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1 Introduction

Corpus linguistics and (critical) discourse analysis have been, with the aim of uncovering and questioning the representations of different social groups or phenomena, successfully combined in several studies (e.g. Krishnamurthy, 1996; Stubbs, 1998; Teubert, 2000; Baker, 2006; Mautner, 2009; Baker & Lavon, 2015). In our contribution we present a corpus-based discourse analysis of media coverage of the Slovene Act Amending the Marriage and Family Relations Act (hereby ‘the Act’). We analyse and compare the discourses in three online and printed newspapers, Demokracija, Dnevnik and Mladina that were chosen based on their diverse standpoints towards the topic of interest. The selection of terms for analysis is based on terminology extraction, which by a statistical measure for comparing the terms of a domain corpus to the terms of the reference corpus, identifies the single- or multi-word terms that are characteristic for a selected corpus. In the first study (see Section 4) we analyse the concordances of the most frequent multi-word terms of the entire corpus, while in the second study (Section 5) we analyse the terms that are distinctively characteristic for each medium.

2 Corpus description

The corpus consists of 69 texts from the three online and printed media. The three are generally recognized as ideologically oriented as right-wing / conservative (Demokracija), centre (Dnevnik) and left-wing / progressive (Mladina). The texts were selected based on the relevance to the topic1 and limited by the studied period spanning from the 15th of November 2015, a few weeks prior to the referendum on the Act and to the 31st of December 2015, a week after the referendum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mladina</th>
<th>Dnevnik</th>
<th>Demokracija</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># articles</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># sentences</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>1836</td>
<td>3205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># word tokens</td>
<td>9,492</td>
<td>17,063</td>
<td>36,193</td>
<td>62,748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Corpus statistics.

1 Term ZZZDR, the abbreviation for the Act, was used as a query in the archives of the three newspapers. The returned search results (articles were downloaded in October and November 2016) were manually filtered to confirm the relevance to the topic.)
In total 69 articles corresponded to the defined criteria (see corpus statistics in Table 1). The texts were pre-processed with the ToTrTaLe tool (Erjavec, 2011) including sentence and word tokenisation, lemmatisation and annotation with morpho-syntactic descriptions. The text was uploaded to the SketchEngine corpus linguistic tool and concordancer (Kilgarriff et al., 2014).

3 Media discourses on family legislation changes (Act Amending the Marriage and Family Relations Act)

The study focuses on media discourses related to the ‘Act amending the Marriage and Family Relations Act’, which aimed at changing the then current family legislation. The first attempt for changes happened in 2009, when the Ministry of work, family, social affairs and equal opportunities proposed the ‘Family Code’, which was supposed to substitute the Marriage and Family Relations Act originating in the 1970s (hence outdated). The Code was adopted by the Parliament, but rejected with a referendum in 2012. Already then, there was much public attention and media focus on the proposed legislative changes, and the interest of the public was mainly sparked by the legislation introducing pluralisation of families and equalising biological (parents defined by a genetic link to children) and social parenthood (parents defined by a social, care-based link to children), by equalising the rights and status of same-sex and different-sex partnerships and parental rights. In December 2014 the ‘Act amending the Marriage and Family Relations Act’ was filed in parliamentary procedure and was adopted, implementing a symbolic and legal equality for families of partners of same or different gender. As the Code, also the Act was rejected with a referendum (on 20th December 2015).

Other authors have already analysed the discourses related to family legislation in Slovenia, most notably Vezovnik (2015), who published an exhaustive analysis of argumentation schemes and structures related to the ‘Family Code’, while Kuhar (2015) published an analysis of populistic strategies of the opponents of the ‘Family Code’. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address the context of the last referendum and the ‘Act amending the Marriage and Family Relations Act’ and to analyse the discourses with combined quantitative and qualitative methods (i.e. as a corpus assisted discourse study). Studying particularly the discourses on (changes of) family legislation proves to be an interesting and relevant endeavour, as it can be observed that numerous societal norms and values are reflected, reproduced or refuted in this framework.

4 Discourse analysis of top ten terms

Using the online term extraction workflow (Pollak et al., 2012), based on a comparison of noun phrases in domain and reference corpus, we extracted a list of terms ranked by their termhood score. In our case, the domain corpus is the corpus of 69 articles from the three selected media, while the reference corpus is the 100-million word corpus Kres (Logar 2012), containing Slovene texts of various genres, from daily newspapers, magazines, books (fiction, non-fiction, textbooks), web pages, and similar, with a balanced genre structure. We analysed the top 10 extracted bigrams, presented in Table 2. Since the corpus is imbalanced, the largest subcorpus
Demokracija predominantly impacts the term extraction. For example the term theory of gender appears nearly exclusively (72 out of 75 occurrences) in Demokracija.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bigram rank by termhood value</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Term translation</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>zakonska zveza</td>
<td>marriage</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>novela zakona</td>
<td>amending act</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>družinsko razmerje</td>
<td>family relationship</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>teorija spola</td>
<td>theory of gender</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>družinski zakonik</td>
<td>family code</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>človekova pravica</td>
<td>human rights</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>istostopna skupnost</td>
<td>same-sex partnership</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>istostopni par</td>
<td>same-sex couple</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>novela zzzdr</td>
<td>act amending the marriage and family relations act</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ustavno sodišče</td>
<td>constitutional court</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: 10 top-ranked bigram terms.

We analysed all corpus examples that contained the selected terms and interpreted them from the perspective of critical discourse analysis. We identified six discursive frames:

- family as ‘natural’ and heterosexual relationship as the norm
- theory of gender
- dissolution of ‘Family’ and values, a threat to the social order
- hegemony of the ruling elites, manipulations and state of mind
- human rights, women’s rights and children’s rights
- civil rights, nation building and nationalism

The analysis shows that some terms (e.g., ‘theory of gender’) and discourses significantly mark only the texts in one of the media (Demokracija) and that certain terms (e.g. human rights) are used in conflicting discourses (i.e. both proponents and opponents of marriage equality are portrayed as human rights violators). Significantly, the homophobic, racist, and nationalist discourses of opponents of family legislation changes are producing moral and sexual panics (moral panics specifically related to issues of sexuality and reproduction).
5 Discourse analysis of contrasting terms

As in the selection presented in Section 4, we used the term extraction workflow (Pollak et al., 2012), but here we performed the term extraction for each subcorpus (medium) separately. Since we were interested in contrasting terms, characteristic for each of the subcorpora, we compared the lists of 150 top-ranked terms of each subcorpus and kept for analysis only the terms (n-gram noun phrases) that were listed in only in one of the three term lists. We grouped the contrasting terms in different semantic fields:

- partnership relationships
- legislation and referendum
- social semantic fields: gender, children, upbringing, nationality, human rights, values
- stakeholders / agents
- meta-discourse

We compared the differences in framing the referendum of three media. Different terms of the three media are characteristic for each field. For example, the differentiating terms selected from Demokracija under stakeholders category contain family members (husband, father, grandparent, mother, grandchild, wife, mom) that are presented in heteronormative matrices of an essentialist conception of family.

6 Conclusions

The corpus-driven analysis of the discourses of the three media has revealed the discourses and differences in reporting in three online and printed media reporting on the family legislation changes and the referendum. Standing out are the discourses propagating homophobia, islamophobia, anti-feminism, etc. that were the dominating discourses especially in the conservative medium Demokracija, and contributed to creating an atmosphere of danger and fear. By using term extraction, we limited our analysis on characteristic nouns (or noun phrases with a noun as a head word), but in future work we will extend the analysis to other parts-of-speech.
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